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Classification of software 
Software can be broadly classifies into system software and 
application software 

System software 
System software is the software needed to run the computer’s hardware 
and application programs. This includes the operating system, utility 
programs, libraries and programming language translators 

Utility programs 
 

Word bank 
tasks performance hard disk 
optimise quicker utility programs 
removes operating system drives 
 
Utility software is system software designed to ................ the 
................of the computer or perform ................such as backing up files, 
restoring corrupted 
files from backup 
compressing or 
decompressing 
data, encrypting 
data before 
transmission, 
providing a firewall, 
etc. For example, a 
disk defragmenter is 
a program that will 
reorganise a 
................so that 
files which have 
been split up into blocks and stored all over the disk will be recombined 
in a single series of sequential blocks. This makes reading a file 
................. The software utility optimises ................, previously called 
Disk Defragmenter, runs automatically on a weekly schedule on the 
latest version of windows. You can also optimise drives on your PC 
manually. 
 
A virus checker utility checks your hard drive and depending on the level 
of protections offered, incoming emails and internet downloads, for 
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viruses and ................them. Windows 8.1 comes with built in virus 
protection called Windows Defender. 
Several ................ such as the disk defragmenter, software uninstaller, 
backup and restore programs and screensavers are supplied as part of 
the ................. Other utility programs such as WinZip for compressing 
and sharing files have to be purchased from independent suppliers 
 

 

 
 

Libraries 
Word bank 

.dll libraries compiled 
program ready-compiled functions 
 
Library programs are ................  programs which can be run when 
needed, and which are grouped together in software libraries. In 
Windows these often have a  ................extension. Most 
................languages have their own ................of pre-written 
................which can be invoked in a defined manner from within the 
user’s ................. 
 
 

Translators 
Word bank 

compilers interpreters assemblers 
translate programmer machine code 
 
Programming language translators fall into three categories: ................, 
................and ................. All of them ................program code written by 
a ................into ................which can be run by the computer. 
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Application software 
Word bank 

general booking use 
graphics specific programmers 
tasks features bug-free 
 
Application software consists of programs that perform ................user-
orientate ................. It can be categorised as ................purpose, special-
purpose or custom-written (bespoke) software. 
 
General-purpose software such as a word-processor, spreadsheet or 
graphics package, can be used for many different purposes. For 
example, a ................package may be used to produce advertisements, 
manipulate photographs, draw vector or bit mapped images. 
 
Special-purpose software performs a single specific task or set of 
tasks. Examples include payroll and account packages, hotel 
................systems, finger print scanning systems, browser software and 
hundreds of other applications. Software may be bought “off-the-shelf”, 
ready to ................or it may be specially written by a team of 
................for a particular organisation, If, say a hotel wants to buy some 
visitor booking software, they may be able to find a ready-made package 
that is quite suitable, or they may want a bespoke software package that 
will satisfy their particular requirements. It will almost certainly be 
cheaper to buy a ready-made package, even if it contains a lot of 
................which they will never use, since the cost is shared among all 
the other people buying the package. It will also have the advantages 
that it is ready to be installed immediately, and is likely to be well-
documented, well-tested and ................. 
 

Exercises 
 
1a. Software can be classified as either system or application software. What is meant by  

i) System software? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ii) Application software? 
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b. Give an example of each type of software. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2. A company sells widget via an online web store. The process of updating the website and 
processing sales involves many different types of software. 
Below is a list of software: 
 
Operating system, Utility software, Special-purpose software, General purpose 
application software, Bespoke software 
 
Complete the table below by writing one software category beside each use. You should not 
use a category more than once. 
 

Software Category 

Firewall software installed on the web 
server 

 

Store’s own online ordering system 
designed for their products and 
systems 

 

Graphics software to crop product 
images suitable for uploading to the 
site 

 

Online payment verification software  
 
 

 
 
 
3. Give two reasons why a company might choose to purchase a special purpose software 
package rather that a suite of programs written specifically for their needs  
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Please label A to H. 

 
A:  

B: 

C:  

D: 

E: 

F: 

G: 

H: 

1. What is meant by the term stored-program concept? 
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